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Abstract
Many robotic tasks require compliant motion, but
planning such motion poses special challenges not
present in collision-free motion planning. One challenge is how to achieve exactness, i.e., how to make
sure that a planned path exactly compliant to a desired
contact state, especially when the con guration manifold of such a contact state is hard to describe analytically due to high geometrical complexity and/or high
dimensionality. We tackle the problem with a hybrid
approach of direct computation to exploit contact constraints and randomized planning. In this paper, we
describe such a planner for planning motion compliant
to a contact formation between two arbitrary polyhedra
and present results of implementation.

1 Introduction
Motion compliant to contact occurs on the boundary of con guration space obstacles (C-obstacles) [13],
but computing C-obstacles of high dimensions remains
a formidable task to date. While there were exact descriptions of C-obstacles for polygons [1, 2], there were
only approximations for polyhedra [4, 9]. Hence, it is
desirable to explore contact motion planning without
explicitly computing C-obstacles [5].
Recently the authors introduced a general divideand-merge approach for automatically generating a
contact state graph between arbitrary polyhedra [16].
Each node in the graph denotes a contact state, described by a contact formation (CF) [15] and a representative con guration of the CF, and adjacent states
are connected by edges in the graph. With this approach, the problem of contact motion planning is effectively simpli ed as graph search at high-level for
state transitions and motion planning at low-level
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within one state, i.e., within the set of contact congurations constrained by the same CF1 .
It is not trivial to plan a path of con gurations constrained by a CF, or a CF-compliant path, if the conguration manifold (i.e., C-surface patch) CCF of such
a CF is hard to describe analytically due to high geometrical complexity and/or high dimensionality. We
tackle the problem with a general approach combining exploitation of the contact constraints of a CF
and randomized planning. First, we have developed
a strategy to sample con gurations satisfying certain
constraints of a CF by a hybrid of direct computation based on contact constraints and random sampling to maximize eÆciency [7, 8]. In this paper, we
describe how to use the sampling results to plan a
CF-compliant path of con gurations.
The paper is organized as the following. In Section 2, we review the notion of contact formation (CF)
in terms of principal contacts (PC) [15] to characterize topological contacts and de ne concepts related to
con gurations constrained by a CF. In Section 3, we
describe how to plan a CF-compliant path based on
random samples on CCF [7, 8] and the paradigm of
probabilistic road maps (PRM) [10, 11]. We present
some planning results for CFs between polyhedral objects in Section 4 and conclude the paper in Section
5.

2 CF and Related Con gurations
In this section, we review the concept of contact formations to characterize topological contact states and
the associated constraints, and then de ne concepts
describing the contact con gurations constrained by a
contact formation.
1 Note that a general contact motion crossing several contact
states consists of segments of motion in each contact state.
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Figure 1: Principal Contacts (PCs)

2.1 PC and CF
Denoting the boundary elements of a face as the
edges and vertices bounding it, and the boundary elements of an edge as the vertices bounding the edge,
A principal contact (PC) is de ned as the contact between a pair of surface elements (i.e., faces, edges, or
vertices) which are not the boundary elements of other
contacting surface elements (if there is more than one
pair in contact) [15]. There are ten types of PCs between arbitrary polyhedra, as shown in Fig. 1. Each
non-degenerate PC is associated with a contact plane,
de ned by a contacting face or the two contacting
edges in an e-e-cross PC. Each degenerate PC is characterized as between two convex edge or vertex elements and not being associated with a contact plane2 .
With the notion of PC, an arbitrary contact between arbitrary polyhedra is described as the set of
PCs formed, called a contact formation (CF).

2.2 Con gurations Constrained by a CF

the PC is an f-*/*-f or an e-e-cross type), which can
be easily written as shown in [7].
On the other hand, the constraint inequalities of a
PC limits the values of every con guration variable to
a feasible range that maintains the PC without causing
additional contacts or penetrations. The inequality
constraints on positional and orientational variables
are often inter-dependent and highly dependent on the
speci c contact geometry so that it is hard to express
them analytically. Thus, obtaining con gurations in
CPC is not a trivial task. To overcome the diÆculty,
we nd it useful to rst nd con gurations satisfying
certain localized constraints of a PC and then eliminate those not in CPC later. Hence, we introduce the
following two concepts.

De nition 1: A con guration C is PC-compliant to

a PC a-b, where a and b are the two contacting surface elements of objects A and B respectively, i the
following conditions are held:





C

satis es the constraint equation of the PC,

In C , a \ b 6= ;, where a and b are the open set of
3
a and b respectively ,
there is no additional contact or penetration between a or any of a's adjacent elements and b or
any of b's adjacent elements other than the PC,
i.e., there is no local collision.

De nition 2: A con guration

C is a feasible PCcompliant con guration to a PC, i C is in the GeoPC
CPC . If C is PC-compliant but not in CPC , it is infeasible.
Fig. 2 shows examples of con gurations that are (1)
feasible PC-compliant, (2) infeasible PC-compliant,
and (3) not PC-compliant, with respect to a v-f PC.

Since a CF consists of a set of PCs, let us rst
consider the contact con gurations constrained by a
PC.
As introduced in [16], the geometrical representation of a PC (GeoPC), CPC , is the set of con gurations
(or con guration manifold) which satisfy the contact
condition characterized by the PC's topological de nition. Such a contact condition implies a constraint
equation and constraint inequalities imposed on the
contact con gurations in CPC . The constraint equation of a PC describes the fact that the two contacting
elements of the PC are on the same point (if the PC
is a v-v type, see Fig. 1), the same line (if the PC is
a v-e/e-v or an e-e-touch type), or the same plane (if

De nition 4: A CF-compliant con guration C is a
feasible CF-compliant con guration to a CF i C is
in the GeoCF of the CF. C is infeasible to the CF
otherwise.

2 Note that a contact between a convex edge/vertex and a
concave edge/vertex is regarded not as a single PC but as consisting of a couple non-degenerate PCs.

3 The open set of a vertex is the vertex itself, the open set
of an edge is the edge without boundary vertices, and the open
set of a face is the face without boundary vertices and edges.

Now we can de ne similar concepts with respect
to a CF. The geometrical representation of a CF
(GeoCF), CCF , denotes the set of contact con gurations which satisfy the contact constraints of every PC
in the CF. Obviously, CCF is \CPCi ; 8P Ci 2 C F .

De nition 3: A con guration C is CF-compliant to
a CF i it is PC-compliant to every PC in the CF.
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Figure 2: Con gurations of A that are (1) feasible
PC-compliant, (2) infeasible PC-compliant, and (3)
not PC-compliant to a v-f PC

3 CF-Compliant Planning
The problem of CF-compliant planning can be dened as: given a CF, an initial con guration Ci and a
goal con guration Cg in GeoCF, nd a path of feasible CF-compliant con gurations that connect Ci and
Cg . We have addressed the problem by extending the
PRM [10, 11] approach of randomized planning for
collision-free motions to the space of CF-compliant
contact con gurations.
To plan collision-free paths, the PRM approach
builds a random \roadmap" in the con guration space
(C-space) of the moving object/robot: a graph consisting of collision-free con gurations as nodes and
arcs connecting two nodes if there exists a straightline path of collision-free con gurations between them.
A randomly generated con guration becomes a node
in the graph if it is collision-free, and if a sequence of
linearly interpolated con gurations between two nodes
are all collision-free, an arc is added to connect the two
nodes. With such a roadmap, a collision-free path can
be found by graph-search (of the map). The approach
is eÆcient because (1) it does not need to compute
C-obstacles (which is often too hard) and (2) it takes
advantage of randomness to achieve good coverage of
the C-space.
To extend the PRM approach to the space of contact con gurations constrained by a CF, we have tackled the following special issues:
1. to generate random CF-compliant con gurations;
2. to check if a CF-compliant con guration is feasible, i.e., with no other collision than the CF;
3. to check if two feasible CF-compliant con gurations can be connected by an arc in the roadmap

by \compliant interpolation," i.e., to ensure that
a sequence of interpolated con gurations are CFcompliant, and if all such con gurations are also
feasible, the two nodes are connected by an arc.
We have reported eÆcient strategies to resolve the rst
issue in [7, 8], we now describe how we resolve the
second and the third issues in the rest of the section.

3.1 Feasibility Checking
As de ned in Section 2, a CF-compliant con guration is feasible if, at the con guration, there is no
other collision/contact between the two objects than
the PCs of the CF. Otherwise, it is infeasible. To check
the feasibility of a given CF-compliant con guration,
our strategy is to use a standard collision detection
tool to detect all collisions between the two objects
at the con guration and then discard those caused by
the CF to see if there is any collision left.
Speci cally, we started by using RAPID, developed by Lin, Manocha, et al.[12], to detect collisions.
RAPID is a robust and eÆcient software that takes
as input the triangulation results of two arbitrary
solids, i.e., surface triangles and outputs the triangle
pairs which are in collision at a given con guration.
We used the triangulation program implemented by
Narkhede and Manocha based on [14]. The program
does not introduce additional vertices, i.e., Steiner
points, to triangulate faces, and it can handle faces
with holes.
We then designed an algorithm to distinguish, from
the output of RAPID applied to a CF-compliant conguration Cc , if the collision of a pair of triangles is
caused by some PC in the CF, or not. Given a triangle pair < tA ; tB > in collision, where tA and tB
are triangles of polyhedra A and B respectively, and
suppose the CF is C Fc = fP Ci ji = 1; :::; ng, our algorithm used the conditions summarized in Table 1 4 to
check if < tA ; tB > is caused by any P Ci ; i = 1; :::; n.
If every pair of colliding triangles are caused by some
P Ci in C Fc , than Cc is feasible. Otherwise, it is not
feasible.

3.2 Compliant Interpolation
Recall (as introduced in the beginning of this section) that in the PRM approach to planning highdimensional collision-free motion, a straight-line path
between two collision-free nodes (of a roadmap) is approximated by a sequence of straight-line interpolated
con gurations.
4 Note that only non-degenerate types are listed since degenerate PCs have zero probability of occurrence.
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Table 1: < tA ; tB > is caused by a P Ci if the condition
w.r.t the P Ci type holds
In planning CF-compliant motion, however, an exactness requirement has to be always satis ed, that
is, a path should be compliant to the CF, but a standard straight-line interpolation between two feasible
CF-compliant nodes does not necessarily result in such
a CF-compliant path even if it exists. Thus, an important issue is how to make sure that the interpolation is compliant to the con guration manifold of
the CF, i.e., compliant interpolation, so that if there
is a feasible CF-compliant straight-line path5 , it can
be found by interpolation, or else no such path exists.
We discovered that by properly setting up the moving
object's reference coordinate system, the issue can be
resolved. Fig. 3 shows an example, where (a) shows
a straight-line interpolation that is not CF-compliant,
and (b) shows one that is CF-compliant because of
proper selection of the coordinate system.
For a single-PC CF, we can show [6] that by choosing the reference coordinate system of the moving object in the following way, if there exists a feasible CFcompliant straight-line path between two feasible CFcompliant con gurations C1 and C2 , than the path
will not be missed by straight-line interpolation:
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Figure 3: Results of straight-line interpolation depend
on the moving object A's frame
In other words, if, using the above reference coordinate system, a con guration generated by straight-line
interpolation between C1 and C2 is either not CFcompliant or not feasible CF-compliant, then there is
surely no feasible CF-compliant straight-line path between C1 and C2 .
For a two-PC CF C Fc = fP C1 ; P C2 g, our strategy
is to achieve compliant interpolation with respect to
one PC rst, say P C1 , as described above, and then
for each interpolated con guration Cint which is not
P C2 compliant, use a P C1 -compliant guarded motion
to adjust it to be also P C2 compliant. The P C1 compliant guarded motion can be either a guarded
translation if P C1 is a f-f PC or a guarded rotation if
P C1 is of other types of PCs. The direction and axis
of the guarded translation or rotation can be determined from the contacting elements of the two PCs,
and the amount of motion can be eÆcently calculated
based on Cint and the coordinates of the contacting elements. The details can be found in [6]. This strategy
can be extended to multiple-PC CFs.

Z : along the normal of the contact plane;
X : for a line PC, along the contact edge; for a point

PC or a plane PC, along an arbitrary vector on
the contact plane;

Y : determined by the right-hand rule from X and Z.
5 A \CF-compliant straight-line path" means a straight-line
path in the space of CF-compliant con gurations, which is of
lower dimensions than the general C-space. Such a path is feasible if it consists of only feasible CF-compliant con gurations.

4 Some Implementation Results
We have implemented the CF-compliant planner for
a CF with one or two PCs. The following examples
show feasible CF-compliant paths of moving objects
found by the planner under di erent CFs. Fig. 4,
Fig. 5, and Fig. 6 show examples under di erent singlePC CFs.

Figure 4: An object's start con guration (left) and
motion (right) around the gate while compliant to a
fv-fg CF

Figure 5: An object's start con guration (left) and
motion (right) compliant to an fe-fg CF

Figure 8: An L-shape object's start con guration
(left) and motion (right) compliant to an fe-f, f-eg
CF
Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 show examples under di erent
two-PC CFs.
In these examples, random roadmaps consisting of
1,000 to 3,000 con gurations are suÆcient for nding
a path. The running time to construct such a roadmap
ranges from 2 to 20 minutes. Once a roadmap is constructed, it can be repeatedly used for fast planning
of a path whenever needed, as is characteristic to the
PRM approach. The running time to nd a path
ranges from 1 to 18 seconds. The running times were
measured on a SUN Ultra 10 workstation, which is
rated at 12.1 SPECint95 and 12.9 SPECfp95.

5 Conclusion

Figure 6: An L-shape object's start con guration
(left) and motion (right) compliant to a fv-fg CF

We have introduced an approach to plan motions
compliant to a contact state characterized by a CF.
We have implemented a CF-compliant planner for CFs
between two arbitrary polyhedral objects and consist
of one or two PCs. Thus, the degrees of freedom of
the CF-compliant motions range from 1D to 5D. The
planner combines exploitation of contact constraints
and randomized planning to plan motions compliant
to contact states with complex con guration manifolds successfully. Such a planner completes the twolevel approach to planning general compliant motion
[16] (also see Section 1), which is crucial to realizing
general compliant motion control [3].
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